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Much the way many (and I mean
many) quilters inherited their
knowledge and love of quilting from
their mothers and grandmothers, I
NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

inherited a love of all things written.
For as far back as I can remember,

BLOGS, BLOGS, BLOGS!

books were a regular fixture at my
parents’ and grandparents’ homes,
and I was always encouraged to read.

CHILDREN'S STORY
BOOKS

I wasn’t especially picky about the

FREELOADING

my Golden Books (The Saggy Baggy

subject matter, either. Sure, I loved
Elephant was a personal favorite) and
nearly complete collection of Dr.
HOT DISH!

Seuss, but I could very often be found
reading from an old Better Homes
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and Gardens book on houseplants
that my grandmother kept on her
bookshelf (where the book still sits
today, my favorite pages sectioned off
with plastic Cracker Jack bookmarks).

Still, there’s something slightly
magical about the feel of an actual
book, and it seems that quilters (who
tend to be pretty tactile people)
haven’t lost a fondness for flipping
through printed pages. I love that the
option for both exists—the immediacy

The point wasn’t what I was reading,

and informal nature of the internet,

but that I was reading. And learning.

and the more tangible quality of

And eventually, that love of reading

printed books and magazines.

grew into a love of writing, which grew

Because reading is reading. And

into what would become a career for

learning.

me. I love that. But after six years

In this edition of Friends@Festival,

here writing about quilts and quilters, I

we’ve also included a piece on quilt-

find that I love reading about them

themed children’s books that I would

just as much. And learning.

encourage you to give a read. Maybe

I know plenty a quilter with a

you’ll see one (or a few) you’d like to

collection of quilting books and

get your own child or grandchild, and
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magazines so large, it requires its

help instill in them a love of quilting…

own numbering system (remember

and reading!

Dewey Decimal?). But just as many
quilters today are turning to the
internet and—in particular—blogs for
new ideas and patterns, and to make

Rhianna Griffin

personal connections with other
quilters. In this issue, we’ve
spotlighted some of our very favorite
blogs, and plan to profile even more
in future editions.

International Quilt Festival/Houston
November 1-4, 2012
Preview Night October 31
Classes begin October 29
George R. Brown Convention Center
Houston, Texas, USA

International Quilt Festival/Cincinnati
April 11-13, 2013
Preview Night & Classes begin April 10
Duke Energy Convention Center
Cincinnati, Ohio, USA

International Quilt Festival/Chicago
June 21-23, 2013
Preview Night June 20
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center
Rosemont, Illinois, USA

International Quilt Festival/Long Beach
August 2-4, 2013
Preview Night & Classes begin August 1
Long Beach Convention Center
Long Beach, California, USA
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It’s no secret that quilters like to

Fabric expert Kim Kight posts several

share...their latest quilted creation,

times a day on various fabric-related

quilting tips, tricks, and designs, and

topics—industry news, new collection

their love and enthusiasm for the

previews, vintage finds, surface

craft. And with the proliferation of

design, designer profiles, etc. Plus—

blogs in recent years, the ability to

some might argue, best of all—Kim

share has only become that much

posts sale alerts each Friday, just in

easier.

time to do some weekend fabric

Chances are that if you’re reading this
(an e-zine), you’re probably no

HOT DISH!

Diary of a Quilter

stranger to online media or, even, the
growing online quilting community.
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shopping!

www.diaryofaquilter.com

But as the number of quilting and

Great quilts, gorgeous photography,

sewing blogs grows exponentially, it

and interesting glimpses into quilter

can be hard to keep up and keep

Amy Smart’s family life are what

track.

make this blog—which she’s also

Admittedly, we regularly read—and

dubbed “confessions (and

subscribe to—somewhere short of a

obsessions) of a stay-at-home quilter

million blogs (okay, slight

—worth a read. In addition to posts

exaggeration), but we definitely have

documenting her own works in

our favorites. And for this and a few

progress, Amy also regularly shares

future editions of Friends@Festival,

well-written and easy-to-follow

we thought it might be fun to share

tutorials for quilts and other projects.

some of those with our readers. So, if

In Color Order

you’d like some online quilting
inspiration, but aren’t quite sure
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where to start, we’re giving you a

The quirky and colorful blog of

place!

quilter/sewist/crafter (and friend of

Red Pepper Quilts
www.redpepperquilts.com
It might be her brilliant use of color
(get it...brilliant?), it might be her
charming patchwork designs, it might
even be her eye for fantastic fabric
designs (or any combination of the
above), but we are more than slightly
smitten with Aussie quilter Rita
Hodge’s blog. Rita’s quilt designs are
typically modern, straightforward, and
easy-to-construct, but her flair for
color selection takes them to a
different level. Visit Red Pepper Quilts
whether you need inspiration for your

Roy G. Biv) Jeni Baker is a go-to for
fun project ideas and patterns and
modern and contemporary quilt
designs, with a little baking, thrifting
finds, and photos of Jeni’s precious
rabbit George thrown into the mix.
Permanent features include a Blockof-the-Month, collection of tutorials,
recipes, and something Jeni calls the
“Art of Choosing”—a super
informative series discussing fabric
and color, the latter of which she
certainly has a fondness for!

During Quiet Time
www.duringquiettime.blogspot.com

next quilt project or just a little pick-

Amid the busy schedule of life as a

me-up!

stay-at-home mom,

Quilting Is My Therapy

quilter/sewist/screen-printer and
former museum curator Amy Friend

www.quiltingismytherapy.com/my-

finds a few minutes for her creative

blog/

endeavors “during quiet time” (hence

This blog belonging to popular
professional machine quilter Angela
Walters is full of helpful bits of
information—techniques, designs,
and even thread selection tips—and
inspiration in the form of gorgeous
detail shots of her quilting. Angela
may have found her niche in modern
quilts, but quilters from both ends of
the spectrum (and everything in

the name of her fun-to-follow blog). In
addition to documenting her
adventures in quilting (and, often, life
as mother of three), Amy hosts
giveaways and posts great tutorials
for both quilts and fun, smaller
projects on a regular basis.

Stitched in Color
www.stitchedincolor.com

between) will find no shortage of

A relative newcomer to stitching,

fantastic ideas for finding just the right

Rachel Hauser didn’t begin “sewing

quilting motif for a particular piece,

with a passion” until 2010, but has

something for which Angela clearly

since made it a significant part of her

has a knack.

life. When the mother of two isn’t

A Quilting Life
www.aquiltinglife.com
Sherri McConnell has been sewing
since age 10, quilting since 1993, and
hasn’t stopped since. And her blog is
http://127.0.0.1:33333/Preview/S3hd2vkLyAm8u6frfuF7SQ/summer12-blogs.html

homeschooling her children, she’s
running her work-from-home business
and blogging about her creative
ventures and projects in progress.
Rachel also founded the virtual
charity quilt bee, do. Good Stitches.
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a reflection of what is clearly her

Visitors to her blog will find blog

genuine—and truly contagious—

entries on all of the above plus plenty

enthusiasm for the craft. It seems that

of quilting and sewing project

Sherri—like so many devoted quilters

tutorials.

—always has at least a handful of

Editor’s note: These are only a few

ongoing “works in progress,” and

of our fave blogs. We’ll be sharing

readers get the benefit of seeing

others in subsequent editions of

many of them from conception to

Friends@Festival. But we’d love to

completion. The blog also features

hear from you! What are some of your

great project ideas, tutorials, and the

favorite blogs to visit? Share your

occasional giveaway.

picks on our Facebook page,

True Up

www.facebook.com/QuiltFestival

www.trueup.net
This fabric-centric blog (seriously, it’s
“all fabric, all the time”) might very
well be our single greatest blog
addiction. And whether you’re a
quilter whose fabric stash requires its
own room in your house or simply
someone who appreciates good
design, you’ll find plenty to leave you
jonesing for a True Up fabric fix.
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Many quilters will tell you that their first exposure to the art form was through the
quilting of a family member or friend. But a surprising number of children’s
books also have quilt-based themes and storylines.
Ranging from contemporary funny family tales to historical faction and fantasy
themes, here is a selected list of titles that just might spark the desire in a little
one in your life to find out more about what they heck you’re doing in that room
http://127.0.0.1:33333/Preview/S3hd2vkLyAm8u6frfuF7SQ/summer12-childrens-books.html
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with all the fabric and thread!

The Keeping Quilt by Patricia Polacco
The author/illustrator of more than 50 children’s books, Polacco’s tale draws on
her family’s immigrant experience of New York City in the early late 19th/early
20th century. In it, a young Russian girl named Anna comes to America with
only a dress and babushka to remind her of her homeland.
When those items become outgrown and worn, Anna’s mother takes them—
along with other family clothing—to make a memory quilt. The quilt
accompanies Anna through her life in family celebrations, courtship, wedding,
married life, and death, and is eventually passed down through the family in
generations until ending up with Polacco herself in a “Twilight Zone” style
ending!

The Patchwork Quilt by Valerie Flournoy, pictures by Jerry Pinkney
A touching intergenerational story about a young girl, Tanya, who has a deep
and special relationship with her grandmother while the latter is making a scrap
quilt. When Tanya’s mother offers to just buy the darn thing, grandma’s words to
Tanya will strike a chord with a lot of quilters: “Yes, your mama can get you a
quilt from any department store, but it won’t be like my patchwork quilt, and it
won’t last as long either.”
As Tanya and her grandmother work on the quilt together over the course of a
year and through life and family milestones, they grow close. But when
grandmother grows ill and can no longer cut and stitch, Tanya is determined to
finish the project…UFOs be damned!

The Quilt Story by Tony Johnston and Tomie dePaola
Not the book for quilt preservationists! When Abigail’s mother makes her a
special quilt, she uses to keep her warm, play with, and host a tea party with her
dolls (and spills tea on it!). When the family moves, the quilt becomes Abigail’s
link to her past.
The quilt is eventually stored in the attic where—horrors!—mice, raccoons, and
cats enjoy it…sometimes as nourishment. Later, as descendants find the quilt
and another little girl becomes attached to it, the quilt also becomes a warm and
familiar object for her when the family moves into a new house.

The Boy and the Quilt by Shirley Kurtz, illustrated by Cheryl Benner
Who sez quilting is just for girls? In this story, a young boy’s mother and sister
are going to make a quilt, and he wants in on the action. “He thought making a
quilt might be easy, or at least fun, and it would be sometimes,” Kurtz writes.
“Other times, though, it would seem like a chore, like feeding the dog or mowing
the lawn.”
As the boy learns to find fabric squares, cardboard templates, and works on his
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design (with mom handling the scissors and needles, ‘natch), his determination
wins him his family’s admiration. Finally, he sleeps under the finished quilt—with
the family cat and dog nestle on top—and slumbers peacefully.

Luka's Quilt by Georgia Guback
Fans of Hawaiian quilting in particular will appreciate this tale of Luka and her
grandmother Tutu. The pair are tight, but that changes when Tutu takes Luka to
pick out fabric for a quilt she wants to make, and later presents her with a
traditional, two-color Hawaiian quilt. Luka is upset, though, because the
“flowers” are all white and certainly don’t look like what’s in the garden. From
there, their relationship goes downhill.
But when the pair attend a Lei Day celebration, Luka learns to appreciate the
quilt better. And when Tutu makes a quilted Lei of colorful flowers that she can
put on top of the quilt, everything is better! Spoiled brat! She should be forced to
listen to nothing but Don Ho’s Greatest Hits in iPod Shuffle!

The Quilt by Ann Jonas
When a girl’s parents (both of them!) make her a quilt made out of her old
pajamas, cloths, and crib sheet for her “grown up” bed, she can hardly contain
herself…or go to sleep. But she can’t find the square of fabric mom also used to
make her toy stuffed dog, Sally.
When the girl does drift off, she has a Willy Wonka LSD-style hallucinogenicdream in search of the fabric that takes her to the circus, a dark forest, a scary
tunnel, and a steep cliff! Oh no! Will she wake up? Or will a Fabric Freddy
Krueger insure that she never threads a needle as an adult? And what happens
to Sally?

Stitchin' and Pullin': A Gee's Bend Quilt by Patricia C. McKissick,
illustrated by Cozbi A. Cabrera
Another intergenerational story that tells the story of the Gee’s Bend quilters
through the eyes of a young girl who played beneath her relatives’ quilting
frame while they worked on their art. Listening to the women talk and learning
the whole time, “Baby Girl” cannot wait until she joins the adults…but she has to
prove herself first, particularly by Grandma’s rules of quilting: “all by hand,
nothing wasted.” Sewing machines? Fuggedaboudit!
Baby Girl also learns the history of Gee’s Bend and the struggles of AfricanAmerican life, the civil rights movement, country vs. city life, Martin Luther King,
school segregation, and how the quilting bee brings everyone together.
Including her, with the women she loves.

Oma's Quilt by Paulette Bourgeois and Stéphane Jorisch
Ah, yes, elder care—a very hot topic today. When Emily’s grandmother (“Oma”)
moves into a retirement home—leaving the house she spent most of her life in
and longtime neighbors behind—she is not a happy senior citizen. In her new
http://127.0.0.1:33333/Preview/S3hd2vkLyAm8u6frfuF7SQ/summer12-childrens-books.html
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place, the food is funny (lima beans two times a week!), she can’t sleep, and the
flowers make her sneeze!
But when Emily and Mom start sorting through Oma’s things at the house, they
find a raggedy quilt made out of grandfather’s (“Opa”) work shirts. They repair
the quilt, present it to Oma, and she tells them a story about each piece of fabric
they’ve sewn in. And Oma is happy enough to help the retirement home cook
make cabbage soup and strudel!

Cassie's Word Quilt by Faith Ringgold
The accomplished quilt artist, historian, and professor Ringgold produced this
charming book for younger readers, which teaches basic vocabulary featuring
her artwork laid out in a series of boxes like quilts. The “patchwork tour” of
1930’s-era Harlem features Ringgold’s bold, colorful paintings throughout.

The Quiltmaker's Gift and The Quiltmaker's Journey by Jeff
Brumbeau and Gail de Marcken
Possibly the best-known quilting-themed books for children, they incorporate
fantasy, fables, quilt patterns, and detailed artwork into an adventurous
storyline.
In The Quiltmaker’s Gift, a quilter with magic in her fingers (and really, what
quilter doesn’t want those?) sews beautiful quilts and gives them away. But a
powerful and greedy king—who celebrates his birthday twice a year, demanding
presents from his subjects— can’t seem to be happy because he wants
something really pretty (and Prozac wasn’t invented yet). He insists the quilter
make something incredible for him, but he ends up chaining her to a bear…who
she manages to charm.
Will the Quiltmaker teach the king to share? Will the king become happy with
something beautiful? And what does the bear get out of all of this besides
something to put under his head during hibernation?
The Quiltmaker’s Journey is a sequel, but also a prequel (sort of like Godfather
II), and tells the story of how the Quiltmaker learned and honed her craft, while
going on incredible journeys and adventures of her own to learn the meaning of
happiness.
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Looking for a fun sewing project that’s quick and easy to
make? These adorable Fabric Owls—from artist Lynn
Krawczyk—are as fun to make as they are to give (and
guarantee a smile). Make one or go for an entire fabric
owl family!
Download this free PROJECT PDF, and start gathering
funky fabrics and buttons.
This project appears in the 2011-2012 edition of
International Quilt Festival: Quilt Scene, available now
http://127.0.0.1:33333/Preview/S3hd2vkLyAm8u6frfuF7SQ/summer12-freeloading.html
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through Interweave Press. The 148-page magazine
features over 20 projects, quilt galleries, interviews and
feature articles, and news and notes on today’s “Quilt
Scene.” Get your copy today, and look for a new edition
this fall!
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Considering the range of talent that exists among members of the Quilt Festival
faculty, it’s little surprise that many of them feel nearly as comfortable in the
kitchen as they do in the sewing studio.
NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
We asked Quilt Festival teachers to send us some of their favorite cooking
BLOGS, BLOGS, BLOGS!
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recipes, and have included three of those—for salad, a main course, and
dessert—in this edition of Hot Dish! Happy cooking!

VINAIGRETTE DRESSING
from Debbie Caffrey
Ingredients:
½ tbsp. salt

HOT DISH!
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½ tbsp. fresh ground pepper
¼ tbsp. dried thyme, crushed
1 clove garlic, crushed
½ tbsp. Dijon mustard
½ tbsp. sugar (optional)
¼ c. good quality red balsamic vinegar
¼- ½ c. good quality extra virgin olive oil
Directions:
Whisk all ingredients together in a deep bowl, or put them in a quart jar, cover,
and shake.
Store at room temperature for up to one week. Refrigerate for longer storage.
http://127.0.0.1:33333/Preview/S3hd2vkLyAm8u6frfuF7SQ/summer12-hot-dish.html
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Use dressing on tossed green salad. This is especially good with the addition of
tomatoes, Greek olives, toasted pine nuts, and feta cheese.
Variations:
• Substitute white balsamic vinegar for the red and add 1 tbsp. sugar.
• Substitute raspberry vinegar and walnut oil for the balsamic vinegar and olive
oil, respectively. Add 1 tbsp. sugar.
• Substitute red or white wine vinegar for the balsamic vinegar.
• Substitute other dried herbs for the thyme (basil, Italian seasonings, etc.). If
using fresh herbs, toss them with the greens instead of adding them to the
dressing.
• Omit mustard, garlic, and thyme. Substitute lemon juice, lime juice, orange
juice concentrate, or a combination of them for the vinegar. Substitute canola oil
for the olive oil. Stir in 1-2 tbsp. poppy seeds. Add sugar as needed. This
dressing must be stored in the refrigerator.

BALSAMIC CHICKEN & MUSHROOMS
from Deb Karasik
Ingredients:
4 skinless chicken breasts
¾ lb. med. sized mushrooms, cleaned and sliced
2 tbsp. flour
Salt and pepper to taste
3 tbsp. olive oil
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6 cloves garlic, peeled
4 tbsp. good quality balsamic vinegar
¾ c. homemade or canned chicken stock
1 bay leaf
¼ tsp. dried thyme
1 tbsp. butter
Directions:
Clean chicken breast and remove thin membranes that may remain on flesh.
Season flour with salt and pepper, dredge chicken breast, and shake off excess
flour. Heat oil in heavy skillet and cook chicken breasts until nicely browned on
one side over moderately high heat. Add the garlic cloves.
Turn the chicken breasts and scatter the mushrooms, shaking the skillet to
ensure even distribution. Cook 3 minutes. Add vinegar and broth. Bring to
bubbling and add bay leaf and thyme.
Cover and cook over moderately low heat for 10 minutes. Turn the pieces
occasionally as they cook.
Transfer chicken to serving plate. Let the sauce with mushrooms cook,
uncovered, on medium-high heat for about 7 minutes. Swirl in butter. Remove
the bay leaf, and pour sauce and mushrooms over chicken. Serve with rice,
pasta, or potatoes.

STRAWBERRY MARGARITA PIE
from Patt Blair
9” Pretzel Crust:
1 c. finely crushed pretzels (she does this with an ice-crush setting in a blender)
3 tbsp. sugar
1/3 c. melted butter
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Mix ingredients in a bowl. Press mixture into bottom of an ungreased 9-inch pie
pan. Bake at 350 degrees for 8 to 10 minutes, or until slightly browned. Let this
cool completely!
Margarita Filling:
16 oz. fresh strawberries, hulled and quartered
1/3 c. frozen limeade concentrate, slightly thawed
2 tbsp. orange juice or tequila (OJ is great!)
2 c. slightly softened vanilla ice cream
In a covered food processor or blender with a 5 cup or more capacity, place
strawberries and process until finely chopped. Add ice cream, orange juice (or
tequila), and limeade, and process to mix well. Spoon or pour mixture into
prepared/cooled crust and, if needed, smooth with back of a spoon. Freeze until
firm (a minimum of 4 hours or even overnight). I use a tempered glass Pyrex
dish, and it is fine in the freezer.
Remove pie from freezer 20 minutes before serving, slice, plate, and top with a
whipping cream/lime zest garnish.
Note: If you used a glass pie pan, let it sit at room temperature for the 20
minutes. Don’t try to rush the process by taking it from the freezer and placing in
hot water. Tempered glass is strong, but can break with extreme temperature
changes.
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